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Tim LaHaye created the Left Behind Series, which has become one of the most popular fiction

series of all time. Those novels, with more that 50 million copies sold, presented a unique

combination of suspense and substance drawn from his lifelong study of Biblical prophecy.Now Tim

LaHaye has created a new series that begins with Babylon Rising. The novels in this new series are

even faster-paced thrillers based on prophecies that are not covered in the Left Behind books and

that have great relevance to the events of today. Babylon Rising introduces a terrific new hero for

our time. Michael Murphy is a scholar of Biblical prophecy, but not the sedate and tweedy kind.

Murphy is a field archaeologist who defies danger to fearlessly hunt down and authenticate ancient

artifacts from Biblical times. His latest discovery is his most amazingâ€”but it will send him hurtling

from a life of excavation and revelations to a confrontation with the forces of the greatest evil. For

the latest secret uncovered by Michael Murphy accelerates the countdown to the time of the end for

all mankind.From the Hardcover edition.
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Tim LaHaye created the Left Behind Series, which has become one of the most popular fiction

series of all time. Those novels, with more that 50 million copies sold, presented a unique

combination of suspense and substance drawn from his lifelong study of Biblical prophecy.Now Tim

LaHaye has created a new series that begins with Babylon Rising. The novels in this new series are

even faster-paced thrillers based on prophecies that are not covered in the Left Behind books and



that have great relevance to the events of today. Babylon Rising introduces a terrific new hero for

our time. Michael Murphy is a scholar of Biblical prophecy, but not the sedate and tweedy kind.

Murphy is a field archaeologist who defies danger to fearlessly hunt down and authenticate ancient

artifacts from Biblical times. His latest discovery is his most amazing--but it will send him hurtling

from a life of excavation and revelations to a confrontation with the forces of the greatest evil. For

the latest secret uncovered by Michael Murphy accelerates the countdown to the time of the end for

all mankind.From the Hardcover edition.

Dr. Tim LaHaye is a renowned prophecy scholar, minister, and author. His Left BehindÂ® series is

the bestselling Christian fiction series of all time. He and his wife, Beverly, live in southern California.

They have four children and nine grandchildren.Greg Dinallo is a veteran suspense novelist. He

lives with his wife, Gloria, in New York City.From the Hardcover edition.

I purchased this book thinking that I would get the same or better read than the book that came

before it (in the series). By this book I had begun to get annoyed with the Bible-thumping

conversations which seemed quite unnecessary. The author could have sent his idea through a

different way, such as a thought by the main character, or a comment about the main character from

a co-worker. The main plot was interesting.

Very good book series. There are a lot of ups and downs, twists and turns! Always on my toes!

There are lots of typos in the ebook version I purchased. The writing is good though there is not as

much attention to detail as I've grown to expect with LaHaye. I'll see what the next books in the

series bring! BTW one name in the book, a key character, was not typed into the ebook throughout

most of the book! and really slowed my reading over those parts. Either the publisher or the editor

should double check wording before publishing or offering for purchase! When paying for books it is

reasonable to expect the word flow to be correct!!! Really slows a speed reader down!

Fast moving. Lots of action. Accurate accounts of the descriptions of the texts and the books and

the stories of the Bible. Great series.

This book is merely another segment in his overall story, so there isn't the closure that a good book

has. It makes you want to see the next book, which I have read, which is similar in the sense that



there isn't closure. If he were continuing the series, it would be great, but since he isn't, it leaves one

disappointed. Because he only contracted to do four books, I guess he is done. To me he has

become a "writer for hire" as opposed to the innovative and creative genius he was with the "Left

Behind" series. Too bad. I doubt if I will read anything else he writes.

So exiting I couldn't put it down....However, I wished Tim Lahaye could have did more with

transitioning from one book to the next. I really wanted to see what happened in the drama at the

end.... He did manage to pick it up again in the next book, but I had to read about a new adventure

before it got to how that last adventure in the previous book (#3) worked out. All in all, it was worth

the wait because the author did address my concern.

I was thoroughly enjoying this book and the heightened suspense when suddenly it stopped short! I

kept thinking I must have not got the whole thing downloaded and checked a couple times...nope,

the story just stopped! I was very disappointed. I thought perhaps the next book would pick up

where it left off ( our hero was dragging his friend through a tunnel to escape an exploded building),

but the next book starts brand new. We have no idea how he got out of the circumstances he was in

nor what the outcome of his friends' health or any of the characters from that plot. I'm wondering if

this part of the story was ghost written and the author never looked to see if it was finished? The

editor didn't that is certain! NOT good!

The book is missing the last chapter or chapters. The product description says the book is 432

pages, but it only has 402. I was left hanging, with the story unresolved. I thought, maybe it picks up

where it left off in the next book, but it doesn't. Extremely dissatisfying.
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